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Small Credit Union Loan Promotion Idea Book:
A growing resource produced BY small credit unions, FOR small credit unions.
Lending is the lifeblood of your credit union. It’s the fuel that keeps you growing, the
income you can reinvest into new products or services.
Lending is also the tool you employ to serve the needs of your members—to deliver
them the car they need to get to work, to help them stave off the perils of payday
lenders when in a crunch, to help them build their credit.
It is simply the key to success, sitting at the intersection of operating a sustainable
business and impactfully serving your members and communities.
To become a successful lender, however, you need borrowers. And as a small credit
union, it can be challenging to take time to formulate new ideas that will attract new
members and loans. They need a reason to choose your auto-loan, your personal loan,
your credit card over other options. Ultimately, you need a program that will stand out.
We hope the following list of ideas will help.
Not all programs may work for you, and each should be considered by your credit
union and its legal and financial advisors with your particular situation in mind. But this
diverse list should provide you with several ideas that you can develop and execute
successfully. If you’re interested in a program and would like to learn more, please
reach out to me at tsakash@cuna.coop and I will ask if the contributing credit union is
willing to discuss further.
FINAL NOTE: In exchange for using this book, we ask that you consider adding your own
idea. Please send me your best loan promotion or lending strategy and I will add it to
this list, which will increasingly be shared with small credit unions across the country.
Thank you in advance for your support and contributions. And thank you for engaging
with your peers on the CUNA Small Credit Union Community (cuna.org/smallCU).
Best,
Tom Sakash
Manager, CUNA Small Credit Union Initiatives
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: WOW Auto Loan
Explanation: An auto and savings-builder loan where the credit union lends
cash on top of the auto loan. Once borrowers repay the full loan, they will
have an extra $1,000, for example, in their share accounts.
From the credit union:
The WOW Auto Loan is a great option if you are paying too much on your
car loan such as:
•
•
•
•

You owe more than their vehicle’s current NADA/ “blue” book value.
You have a high interest rate or payment on your auto loan.
You need to buy a newer vehicle and you lack a down payment.
You don’t have savings set aside to cover an unplanned vehicle repair bill

Members who use this product:
•
•
•
•
•

You owe more than the current value of their vehicle and/or have a high interest rate and
monthly payment.
You pay your bills and loan payments on time.
You have been at their current address and job for at least 12 months.
You need help in looking at all of your payments to reduce your monthly bills.
You want to buy or refinance with a “fair and affordable” rate and payment!

Terms
•
•
•

Borrow up to $30,000 for a vehicle that is model year 2010 or newer.
The vehicle’s value must equal and secure at least 70% of the loan amount.
Financial Counseling is available for free and may be required if you have not yet established a
timely payment history or have outstanding collections.

Other Requirements:
•

A checking account and direct payroll deposit is required with Opportunities along with an
electronic payment as part of this account. You are encouraged to use our free E-banking
services, automated account alerts, financial education and counseling to help with timely
payments.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Quarterly Auto Loan
Recapture Mailing Program
Explanation: Members who have auto loans at other
financial institutions receive a letter informing them that
Southern Lakes could potentially save them money with
a refinance. Southern Lakes uses a vendor to identify members with loans elsewhere.
From the credit union:
My branch teams also call the members on this list to talk to them about saving money with a
refinance. One thing my team does when calling is they talk to the members about other loans they
have, besides the auto loan, where we could save them money.
A great example of this is recently we had a member who brought us four consumer loans totaling
over $75,000. We are now saving them more than $400/month in payments. It’s a simple program but
very effective because of the effort we put into it.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: “Rob the Bank”
Description: The credit union beats competitor rates by X% on cars, boats,
motorcycles, RVs.
This promotion will run for 4 months. In addition to beating the competitors’
rate by at least X%, we'll allow the member to not make their first payment for
up to 90 days.
How the promotion performed: This is the first time I’ve run this promotion at
this credit union, but have had excellent success at two previous small credit unions that I've offered
this at, shattering lending records at both places (over $1M in vehicle loans booked per month of the
promotion).
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Auto Loans
Gas and Electric ECU, Mason City, Iowa
Loan promotion title/concept: Donation for every truck loan made.
Description: We are a small credit union of $6 million. Because we are a single sponsor credit
union we have a difficult time getting new loans.
Our membership consists of a lot of retirees from the power company. (Good retirement
benefits and no need to borrow but lots of savings) and a lot of young members working on
the line crews. We have tried a number of promotions with little luck.
Recently two young linemen approached us for a donation for a holiday party. We
countered with " bring us a big truck loan and we will donate."
How the promotion performed: Within three weeks we had 5 new pick-up loans. Our loan
volume more than doubled in that time period. Our members have been so satisfied that
they’re now encouraging other members to use our services. And, in retrospect, we should
have been utilizing that opportunity in the past. We certainly will be doing so in the future.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: First-Time Car Buyers Loan
Program
Description: This is a loan program developed to assist
our younger members purchase a vehicle.
Maximum loan amount is $5,000. The first year of the
insurance premium may be included in the loan
amount.
Applicant/Borrower must have $500 down payment or 5% of the total amount financed,
whichever is less.
Requirements: Borrower must be 18 years old. If younger, must have a qualified co-signer,
must have proof of 6 months of consistent income, debt ratio maximum 50% net.
If the applicant doesn't have a credit score, the loan will be scored as a "C".
How this promotion was marketed: Local smaller car sales lots, newsletter, credit union sign
and website.
How this promotion performed: As of December 31, 2018, five (5) loans outstanding for a total
of $20,221.28. I think the program has been a success. Many of the people who qualified
have now been able to trade up to a newer vehicle and are no longer in the program but
have remained credit union members, and are now using other services offered by the
credit union.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Holiday auto loan recapture.
Description: Member gets .5% cash back into their account
on a recaptured auto/truck loan.
No payments until January. Credit union pays the title fee.
Offer valid on refinanced auto/truck loans from another
lender. We typically run the promo 11/1-12-23.
How this promotion is marketed: We sent postcards to a group of members by running
reports on members without current auto loans with us. We used a car coming out of gift
wrap with cash as promo art. Other members are eligible, too.
The amount expensed is amortized over two years to match the average length of our auto
loans.
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Auto Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: Refi Ruckus with Cash Back
Description: Refi Ruckus is an auto loan promotion held every fall
during which members are encouraged to refinance their auto
loans with our credit union for better, lower rates. We even offer Refi
Ruckus to members that already have their auto loans with us if they
meet a certain equity minimum. We also seek to help those looking
to purchase by offering Refi Ruckus on new/used purchases as well.
Everyone wins!
Yeah, refinancing is great, you say, so what's so special about Refi
Ruckus? Refi Ruckus not only provides low auto rates, but it also
includes CASH BACK. With this year's Refi Ruckus, members were
able to receive auto rates as low as 1.99% and up to $200 cash
back with each deal!
Who this promotion is marketed to: Refi Ruckus is marketed to 18+
through strategic advertising, but is of course targeted to anyone
currently with a car loan and/or in the market for a car, regardless
of age or demographic. We have become known for helping as many as possible take
advantage of our great rates and cash back incentive with Refi Ruckus.
How this promotion was marketed: To reach as many as possible, Refi Ruckus was mass
marketed through numerous channels, including traditional media, digital, and
internal/grassroots efforts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio ads
Television ads
Full-page newspaper ads
Digital: targeted OTT, targeted display/retargeted outreach, targeted local display on
news sites
Website and Online Banking website ads
Facebook posts, and videos including informational "how-to" segments
Internal: teller envelopes, receipt message, lobby and outdoor banners, fliers, lobby TV
ad, phone hold message
Refi Ruckus t-shirt jean days for staff every Thursday
Refinance Checklists distributed
cuna.org

How this promotion performed: We went into this year's Refi Ruckus with a goal of $1 million in
new loan volume. As mentioned, 2018 was our most successful Refi Ruckus to date, and
we're proud to say we not only met our goal, but doubled it. We were able to generate
$2,593,625.75 in loan volume in ONE month's time, of which approximately 60% or
$1,550,000.00 was "new money" to the credit union. According to our COO, this percentage
is higher than any other loan promotion we've held due to the fact that we had more new
members sign on during Refi Ruckus this year than in years past.
In addition to saving members thousands on better, lower auto rates, we were able to make
a huge difference in hundreds of lives with the cash back portion of Refi Ruckus. This year,
we gave back a record amount of over $8,000 in cash back to our members during Refi
Ruckus!
To celebrate the entire credit union's hard work, we hold a catered Refi Ruckus Day for the
staff where employees are able to randomly draw from prizes that include paid time off.
Since we doubled our $1 million loan volume goal this year, we doubled the prizes too. Each
staff member drew from envelopes for either a 1/2-day, 1 day or 2 days off. Looking forward
to Refi Ruckus Day and its prizes is a fun incentive for staff to look forward to, and motivates
them to market the loan promotion even more.
Refi Ruckus is one the catchiest, and one of my favorites, annual loan promotions we hold,
and I'd be happy to share more details anytime!
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Reliable Rides
Description: Reliable Rides is national award
winning program that offers reliable
transportation to borrowers who have a good
source of income but have experienced credit
challenges in the past.
The program offers a reduced interest rate and an educational class for qualified borrowers
in lieu of a large down payment or predatory interest rate. The credit union has established a
partner dealership that sells reliable vehicles at a fair and affordable price. The required class
for this program teaches borrowers about credit, the importance of on-time payments, all
the costs associated with a car ownership and how to take care of a vehicle so that it lasts it
full potential life.
Qualified borrowers must meet the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Must be at least 18 years old
Attend a financial and auto maintenance education workshop
Must be on their current job for a minimum of one (1) year or have a qualified cosigner
Proof of gross monthly income of at least $2,000
o Monthly payment not to exceed 15% of gross income
No repossessions in the last 12 months
Requires established direct deposit at PAFCU and automatic payments
Proof of full coverage insurance prior to funding

Program Guideline include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loan amounts up to $20,000
Maximum LTV 115% (including title, tax and tags and add-ons)
Maximum Term of 72 months
Must be purchased from Enterprise Car Sales
Vehicles up to 7 model years old are eligible
Used mileage cannot exceed 75,000 miles
Debt to income no more than 40%
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Who this was marketed to: Reliable Rides is designed for members with less than perfect
credit, giving them the opportunity to purchase an affordable, reliable vehicle.
How this was marketed: The credit union marketed this program with community partners
that had employees who qualified and were struggling to afford reliable
transportation. Such partners included the local city governments, school and other large
employers in the area. The credit union also marketed this information to current members
and potential members on Facebook.
How the promotion performed: The credit union has funded more than 65 auto loans totaling
more than $1 Million in the first year of the program. We also won first place for the National
Louise Herring Award for this program.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: “Member Mania.” New members
with focus on new loans.
Description: We were reaching our max concentration for our
current members’ loans. The only way for us to grow loans,
specifically autos, was to promote new memberships, with the
idea to promote auto loans with every single new member. By promoting the new
memberships, we were able to grow loans at the same time.
How the promotion was marketed: We had our auto loan displays and visuals running
parallel with the Member Mania. With many of the referring current members, it gave us the
opportunity to take a look at them to see if there were lending opportunities.
With direct deposit, etc. we don’t have an excessive amount of foot traffic, so we rely
heavily on social media and email that is much more economical and productive than
mailings. Also, favorable word-of-mouth is great “free” advertising.
From the credit union: We focus on the single product of auto loans. Our thought is that
second only to housing, reliable transportation is most important to most all people in our
area. We are able to “build” our loan portfolio of other products, including credit cards, with
our focus solely on marketing/promoting auto lending. We believe that continually
presenting the same message of auto lending is our answer. We use various visuals...the
pickup truck, Moms suv, sporty mustang, etc. that we “change up” to appeal to different
target markets, and all are always centered on auto lending. Our commitment to our
membership, and our tag line is to follow through with “Helping People Afford Life”.
With a small staff, this has benefited us by having the entire staff versed and trained on the
basics of promoting a single product. Then, the loan officer takes over to match up the
member with other loan products that we can help them save money on, add in some
financial education tidbits, in hopes of positioning them to better care for their financial
wellness. I love, and the staff is excited when a member contacts us for one thing, and
leaves with the addition of more than one product/service, as well as, in a way, more
disposable money in their pocket.
I believe that it is burdensome for a small credit union to create many different promos
during a year. We hope to be become the first choice/first thought for the member when it
comes to their auto. We have even somewhat effortlessly created a flyer for a new set of
tires. We understand that so many people live paycheck to paycheck, and many are not in
a position to buy those new tires to keep their family safe during their commutes.
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How this promotion performed:
Auto Loans
12/31/2016 12/31/2017
Total $$ Auto
Loans
$3,193,753 $4,506,257
Total # Auto Loans
281
369
Average $$/loan

$11,366

Net $$ Increase
Net $$ -% Increase

Overall Loan
Portfolio
Total $$
Total #
Average $$/loan
Net $$ Increase
Net $$ -% Increase

12/31/2018
$5,116,348
430

$12,212

$11,898

$1,312,504
41.09%

$610,091
13.50%

12/31/2016 12/31/2017 12/31/2018
$5,992,622 $8,618,086 $10,251,460
782
928
1051
$7,663

$9,287

$9,754

$2,625,464
43.80%

$1,633,374
18.95%

In addition to the chart that I included reflecting our loan growth, our total delinquency ratio
of our ENTIRE 10.3m loan portfolio is very low. As of today’s month end, it will be 0.58%, and
our 3 year average loan loss is less than $20,000/year, not including dollars recovered.
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Auto Loans

Loan title/concept: Refinance personal and loans at 3%
lower than your current rate.
Description: All applicants must qualify for a loan
according to PriorityONE Credit Union's lending guidelines.
**If the vehicle is over 7 yrs old, exceeds 70,000 miles, or the contract term is greater than 72 months,
please refer to underwriter for approval.**
Example 1: Applicant with A credit (680 beacon) has an auto loan at another financial institution at
6.00%. We qualify them for a loan with us. Calculate 6.00% minus 3.00% is 3.00%, but based on their
"A" score the rate they would get is 3.25%. They must bring their existing loan contract to us so we can
verify their rate.
Example 2: Applicant with C credit (625 beacon) has an unsecured loan at another financial
institution at 14.50%. We qualify them for a loan with us. Calculate 14.50% minus 3.00% is 11.50%,
based on their "C" score the rate they would get is 11.50%.
Note: In the case where our regular rate is lesser than what the 3% promo rate would be, we would
give the lesser of the two.
Example 3: Applicant with D credit has a $10,000 personal loan at PriorityONE with a rate of 12.00%.
They can reduce their rate to 9.00% only if they bring us another loan that is equal to or greater than
$10,000. They also get a 3% discount on the new loan.
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Auto Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: Better Buy Auto
Loan
Description: We will match or beat our approved
member's current interest rate with our Better Buy Auto
Loan!
One of our goals is to keep our community from the hands of predatory lenders and we do this by
offering competitive interest rates and working with our members to ensure they are getting the best
loan possible. We most commonly see rates around 28%, over 10% higher than our highest interest
rate! If their interest rate falls into one of our credit categories, we will beat it by one category. So
much goes in to buying both new and used vehicles. We want our member to make the best
choices and that includes financing with us!
How the loan is marketed: Our Better Buy Auto Loan is marketed through social media platforms,
flyers, online banking, and word of mouth.
How the loan performed: As a low-income designated credit union, we are eager to help our
members get an affordable vehicle at an affordable rate. Twenty- six percent of our membership has
auto loans with Phenix Pride. Our credit union is above national average and peer. We gained 14%
new auto loans with our Better Buy Auto Loan promotion.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Beat Your Current
Rate by 2% and “punt first payments.”
Description: We devised a loan promotion unlike any
promotion I've been part of before. We ran a
campaign of "Beat Your Current Rate by 2%". We
started in September with hopes of running for the football season (Sept-Dec). Refi members
could even "punt" their first payment for 90 days. Our main stipulation was we set the floor for
rate at 2.99%. Our feedback from our members was so strong that we decided to make this
refi special a part of our regular "benefits of membership".
From the credit union: We have a unique situation here in Arkansas where a majority of us
small credit unions formed an indirect lending CUSO some years ago. I was not part of the
initial formation however, now as CEO, I monitor our loan concentrations of direct auto vs.
indirect auto.
Having said that, we were in a situation of missing loans to our members or potential at the
F&I offices at the dealerships. Literally, loans not being sent to the CUSO in order for us to
book and service. HUGE missed opportunities! So in an effort to recoup some of those
missed opportunities we devised this promotion.
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Auto Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: First Payment on Us
Explanation: For either a new purchase or refinanced auto loan,
Paradise Valley will make the first payment up to $350.
From the credit union:
Promotion was promoted through mailers and postcards.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Break Up with Your Auto Loan
Explanation: When refinancing a loan from another financial institution,
Lewis Clark CU will pay the borrower’s first loan payment, up to $300.
From the credit union:
We theme it around an edgy, film noir movie scene.
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Auto Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Slash Your Car Loan Rate (in half).
Credit union: Aspire FCU, Clark, N.J.
Explanation: The credit union offered a loan promotion to draw in
new members where they would provide an interest rate half that
of their current loan for refinancing.
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Credit Card Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Credit Card Balance Transfer
Credit union: NYU FCU, New York
Explanation: We had a very successful credit card balance transfer where
each member who got a loan was entered into a drawing to win $1,000,
which would be applied to make a payment towards the loan.
The numbers:
Balances accepted up to $50,000
Lower rate for credit scores above 700
Higher rate for credit scores below 700
From the credit union:
We got a lot of buzz from this program and financed about $750,000 in loans, which is a very good
number for us. We hold the lottery drawing at the annual meeting, which also brought members to
the meeting.
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Credit Card Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: 5.99% Balance
Transfer.
Description: WNY FCU offers the 5.99% balance
transfer promotion with a competitive rate, no
balance transfer fee and fixed rate of 5.99% until
the transferred balance is paid in full. This rate was offered for the entirety of 2018 to help
increase membership, number of new credit cards, and total credit card balances in WNY
FCU’s loan portfolio.
Who this promotion was targeted to: Potential and current members with high interest rate
credit cards. There are 8,300 current members of WNY FCU and a market of more than
900,000 potential members in Erie County, New York.
How this promotion was marketed: More than 10 different marketing tactics were used
throughout the year to promote the 5.99% Balance Transfer, always highlighting the main
benefits of the promotion (low rate, no transfer fee, and fixed rate for life of the loan). These
tactics include Facebook, Statement insert, Statement Message, Home Banking Notification,
Flyers, Outdoor Sign, Website Slider, Webpage, Indoor Sign, Envelope Stuffer, Email
Notification, On Hold Messaging, and VRU.
How this promotion performed: In 2018, WNY FCU transferred a total of $456,408.70 in credit
card balances to our VISA credit card.
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Credit Card Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: "Summer of Loans"
Description: A season where we offer two options: a
'vacation loan' that is a special rate of 4.99% up to $2,500
for 1 year; or a Visa Credit Card balance transfer for 1
year at 2.99%.
We run it June through September. Members can mix and match, do one or both.
How this promotion is marketed: We post signage in the branch including our lobby TVs as
well as send out a constant contact blast, website & social media post.
Who this promotion was targeted to: The target is pretty much any member.
How this promotion performed: The dollar amount is not large so the total volume is not high,
but the total number of loans and/or transfers is definitely higher than without the
promotion. And the residual effect of the transfer is we gain some new credit card
members/users out of it.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Summer and Holiday
Loan Check
Description: Every year we run a loan check
promotion during the holidays and again during the
summer and each year we continue to outperform
our loan production form the prior year.
The loan check is a prescreen loan offer for $5,000, $6,000 and $7,000 for a 36-month term. It's
only marketed to our A, B and C tiered members by doing a soft credit pull to every member
in our data base. Once the credit has been pulled we end up with about 1,500 - 2,000
members that are eligible for the loan promotion.
Who the promotion is targeted to: We typically call the promotion Summer Loan Check and
Holiday Loan Check. We don't get to fancy or creative with the name because the program
isn’t marketed to all of our members, only to those that qualify.
How the promotion is marketed: Once the list is finalized we mail a check to each member
that is qualified and all they have to do is endorse the check and deposit it to their account
in person or through an ATM and the money is available in their account.
How the promotion performed: In 2018 we closed over $600,000 in loan check promotions
with an average weighted rate of 10.37% and in 2017 we were just a tad above $450,000 in
closed loan checks. The loans have a very low default rate and most of them pay off before
the term is due.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: No Credit Check Holiday Loan
Credit union: Harvester Financial CU, Indianapolis, Ind.
Explanation: After sending out questions to the CUNA communities and
evaluating those responses, we came up with parameters that we feel will
minimize our risk while still helping members. Qualifications:

•
•

•
The loans were for a maximum of $1,200.00 for 12 months.
•
Borrowers had to be members for a minimum of 1 year.
•
They could not have any 30-day delinquencies within in the past 12
months on a Harvester Financial CU loan and they must be in good standing.
We also lowered our disposable income requirement from $1,500.00 to $1,000.00.
We calculated disposable income as gross monthly income – housing payment – new holiday
loan payment. Our hope was this would allow more people to qualify, especially those of
modest means.

So far, we have had zero charge-offs, although we do have some delinquencies. Those members
would not be eligible for a holiday loan this year.
This did not do a lot for our bottom line, but it generated a lot of good will, which was our primary
goal. We had one member who cried and told the loan officer she would be able to afford
Christmas gifts for her grandchildren for the first time in a long time.
How it was promoted: We promoted it on our webpage and via social media. Our most effective
method was incentivizing the tellers to talk to the members about it. We gave them $5.00 for each
successful referral and then the teller at each office who had the most referrals received an
additional $50.00.
The results: The results were tremendous. We went from 25 loans the previous year to 179 loans last
year.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: SANTA STASH
Description: Christmas seems to sneak up on us all and
our wallets take the biggest hit, so our Santa Stash puts
Christmas cash in the hands of our members. With 10
months to repay, members borrow up to $1,000 at 0%
interest! No credit check to pass, no naughty or nice
qualifications to meet; there is guaranteed approval for members who have had direct deposit for 12
months. As a low-income designated credit union, we are eager to offer our members this loan!
There is an application fee of $30 for Santa Stash of up to $500 or $60 for up to $1000. A payment plan
is established with the member and auto deducted each month.
Paying bills and providing a Christmas for the family is not always easy. Santa Stash is a great way to
serve our members and relieve some of the holiday stress. Through this promotion, we are able to
work with and put Christmas cash in the hands of those who would not otherwise qualify.
How this loan is marketed: The Santa Stash loan is marketed through social media platforms, flyers,
online banking, and word of mouth.
How the loan performed: Through our Santa Stash loan promotion, 12% of our membership was able
to take advantage of this great product and have cash for Christmas. The credit union funded $178k
0% interest Santa Stash loans with 1.9% charge offs resulting from this promotion.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: After the Reindeer Incident...
Description: We introduced a new payday loan alternative
November 15. It's a 'micro personal loan' which means it's our personal loan, but smaller (we're so
creative around here), $500-$1,500 with a term of 12-18 months. The interest rate is 36% (state max)
and we charge $50 for the doc fee. This may seem high but we expect a 6% charge-off rate and
payday lenders are 300%+ so we still kick butt while getting paid for our risk.
How this promotion was marketed: Branch signage and website. Externally, we will be advertising it
with various names and uses. To kick it off we used it as a Christmas loan and advertised it with the
idea around:
Who this promotion was targeted to: Current members coming into the branch.
How this loan promotion performed: We booked 40 loans totaling just over $30,000. Net Interest
Income (after a 6% charge-off ratio) + fee income will be $6,366. However, to get my staff excited
about the product and because we didn't have time to do any external marketing, I passed along
the $50 doc fee for each loan they referred. So in all, our net income will be $4,016 with an ROI of
803% and a product ROA of 21%. Not bad for the first month of the product and the staff loved it!
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Holiday Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: Holiday Express Loan.
This is a loan that members get pre-approved for and get
mailed a ticket. The members can bring this ticket in and
they receive a Holiday loan for up to $1,000 without a
credit check.
Who this is marketed to: The target market for this product were members that didn't have
delinquency and had at least 6 months of payment history or more on prior loans.
How the promotion was marketed: The Holiday Express Loan was marketed by sending out
printed tickets to our pre-screened members to come in and sign up.
How the promotion performed: The results have been great. To date we have funded 113
Holiday Express Loans with a penetration rate of 6.19% of the mailing list. Our total Holiday
loans this year are 136 loans with a balance of $141,850 with the average rate of 11.57%. I
have attached a copy of our ticket that we have mailed to our members who qualified.
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Holiday Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: 12-12-12 Christmas Loan
Description: The parameters of the loan are $1,200 for
12 months at no more than 12% APR for all members. If
the member’s credit score is such that they qualify for
a lower rate, we give them the lower rate, but no one pays more than 12% APR. We do
underwrite the loan to ensure that members can pay it back. It is NOT guaranteed money
just because a person is a member. We run the promo from November 1st thru December
31st.
How the promotion is marketed: Word of mouth is an AWESOME advertising tool!
How the loan promotion performed: In 2017 we booked around 75 loans for around $80,000
(not everyone took the $1,200!) and we only had one charge off out of the bunch for about
$400. For 2018 the word has spread and we were receiving calls back in September wanting
to know if we were doing the 12-12-12 again!
We launched the 2018 version of 12-12-12 on November 1st and booked 51 loans totaling
$57,403! I also challenged my staff to find the hidden nuggets in the applications for other
loan refinance opportunities (car loans). Our loan production goal for November was to
book $425,000 in loans (don't laugh...we are a small CU!) We ended the month with
$681,627 in new loans and the 12-12-12 offering was responsible for bringing in a lot of the
extra "icing on the cake"!
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Black Wednesday Loan
Promotion
Description: This promotion was run the Wednesday
before Thanksgiving as a one-day-only special, similar to Black Friday. We've done the
promotion in a few different ways and this was our 3rd year. This year we decided to mirror
Black Friday as much as possible and offered 1.5% off the member's normal qualifying rate
for the first 50 loans approved for that day.
How this promotion was marketed: We marketed the campaign via social media by
"teasing" the promotion 2 weeks before the date. Essentially saying "be on the lookout for
Black Wednesday". We also had custom t-shirts for our staff telling members to ask us about
Black Wednesday.
Who this promotion was marketed to: It was marketed to everyone, but we always target
low-income members in our community.
How the promotion performed: As of year-end (they had 30 days to close and the time is
almost up), we've booked 25 loans for $567,477.44 and have two pending for $22,800. Only 1
of the original approvals was withdrawn and that was for $6,000.
We saw a diverse set of products booked as well, and it was marketed as such. We had 8
unsecured loans booked, 5 new auto, 9 used auto, and 3 other secured items such as boats,
RVs, etc.
This promotion was very successful as we booked 5x the
amount of volume we see in a normal day!
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Holiday Loan Program
Description: What sets this program apart is the fact that if
the member meets the qualifications they are approved for
the loan, there is no additional underwriting required. We
do not pull a credit report, run a DTI ratio, or engage in any of our normal underwriting
procedures.
Loan Terms:
First time Holiday Loan borrowers qualify for a $1,000 loan amount and return
borrowers qualify for a $1,500 loan amount.
o To qualify for the $1,500-loan amount the prior year’s loan must show
positive payment history.
The first payment date is always set for one month from the origination date.
There is a $25.00 processing fee assessed on each loan.
Stipulations:
Be a member of TFCU for a minimum of 6 months
Be in good standing with TFCU at the time of the loan
o Good Standing equates to all loans and deposit accounts must be under
30 days past due.
Must show stable employment for a minimum of six months prior to the loan and
must be able to provide proof-of-income at time of loan that verifies this.
o Accepted forms of POI: Paystubs, Tax Returns, Award Letters
How this promotion is marketed: This product is offered from November 1st to December 31st
each year, and reminders are included in member statements.
How this promotion performed: By the time Nov. 1 hits we typically have a waiting list of
members that have turned in their applications early. In 2016 we completed 607 Holiday
Loans, then in 2017 that grew to 801 Holiday Loans, and finally for 2018 we completed 1,027
Holiday Loans. In addition to helping our members through an expensive time of the year this
product also generates excellent income, as this year we have generated $25,675 in income
on processing fees alone. Members can elect to pay over-the-counter or set up an
automatic payment, and this loan product does have a very high repayment rate. This is a
program that has been highly beneficial for both the membership and the credit union, and
it is one that we are excited to continue offering in the future.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Holiday Loan
Description: This loan special was available October
1st -December 31st. A member could borrow up to
$1,000, up to 10 months, at a 15% interest rate. There
is an application fee of $35 but this fee cannot be
financed in to the loan, they must pay the
application fee at closing.
Who the promotion was targeted to: The Holiday Loan is targeted to members who have
lower credit scores and who would not qualify for signature money per KIT's loan
policy. Some members do not have money for the holidays and usually resort to payday
cash lenders, secondary finance companies, credit cards, or layaway. KIT wanted to offer a
loan to those who wanted to borrow short term, affordable money for the holidays, but who
did not qualify for other loan products.
The underwriting for these loans is lenient compared to the regular loan policy for unsecured
loans. The person must be a member in good standing for 6 months, 1-year length of
employment, no credit scores lower a FICO score 500, & unpaid non-medical collection
accounts cannot exceed $1000 on their credit report. The loan officer strongly encourages
the member to pay their payment through auto deduction-also a plus for KIT. KIT understood
the risk and was willing to try this loan and analyze it to see if it is a good product for KIT and
its members.
How the promotion was marketed: KIT advertised the holiday loan in the lobby of the credit
union by flyers and posters at the teller counters. The loan was featured in the KIT quarterly
newsletter. KIT did a lot of marketing through internet resources as well as social media. An
email blast was sent to members promoting the loan, & target marketing on home banking
was done by using Deep Target Marketing. The Facebook page was updated regularly,
marketing to that portion of our membership and advertised on KIT's website
homepage. Member Service Representatives told members about our great loan special for
the holidays over the phone or in person.
How the loan performed: Between October and December 2017, we made 45 Holiday
Loans, $43,050.00 total dollar amount. $982.75 total amount charged off in 2018 for 2017
Holiday Loans.
Credit Union Income:
cuna.org

Application fees: $1575.00
Interest income & late fee: $2905.98
Someone may look at this and think to themselves, "why bother for such little money?" but
we feel like it is more about offering a service to our members than making tons of money
short term, but the idea is that in the long term we establish a trusted relationship and assist
them with cleaning up their credit history for future business. These loans give us access to a
lot of information and with the credit union's help they could borrow money for a mortgage
in 10 years.
We understand that credit unions are in business to make money, but we are also in the
business to help others. Going back to the original motto of credit unions and why they
started people helping people. That is exactly what KIT does and we do it well. We pride
ourselves on helping the underserved.
We felt that this loan was so successful that we offered it again during the holiday season in
2018. We will continue to monitor this promotion each year to see if it is still a product that KIT
wants to offer.
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Holiday Loans
because ‘Tis the Season
Description: Every year we promote our Holiday
Loans during the months of November through
January. Even though the word Holiday is in the title, members can use the loan to have
some extra cash in their pockets or they can do some last-minute Thanksgiving or Christmas
shopping.
The member can borrow up to $2,500.00. The loan is a 12-month repayment term with the rates as
low as 6.99% APR. Payment example for a $2,500 loan repaid over 12 months at 6.99% APR = $216.31
per month.
Who the loan promotion is targeted to: We market our loan promotion to existing and new members.
How the promotion is marketed: Our loan was marketed through flyers, social media platforms, online
banking, e-statements, mail and best of all Word of Mouth!!
How the promotion performed: For the month of November, we approved 41 Holiday Loans in the
amount of $68,522.59.
For the month of December, we approved 55 Holiday Loans in the amount of $88,229.29. The
combined total for the month of November and December is 96 Holiday Loans in the amount of
$156,751.88
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Holiday Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: No Credit Score Holiday
Loans
Description: These are $1,500 Holiday Loans for our
members during the holiday season. This loan was created
with the purpose to alleviate their costs of expenses made
on credit during the holidays.
Our approach to this loan is quite different because we do
not require a credit score. Instead, we based the loan on
the member's income. However, we do require that our
members set a direct deposit (at least $90 every paid
period) and to have successfully paid 2 loans with the
credit union.
The repayment process of the loan is between 6-9 months and the default rate is about 3%.
How the promotion performed: This product has been an overall success for our members
and it has helped to spread the word in our area of service. Which means that our
membership has been increasing since the introduction of this useful loan.
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Home Loans/HELOCs
Loan promotion title/concept: First-mortgage origination partnership with
large CU
Credit union: NYU FCU, New York
Explanation: We have a partnership with a larger credit union, where we
originate the mortgages, the member applies online and it goes directly
to the underwriter at the larger credit union. They collect all the
documents, underwrite the loan and close for us. We get commission and
per diem interest.
The numbers: We usually sell over $10 million annually and make about $75,000 in fees and interest
income.
From the credit union: We have a similar arrangement for student loans, but we also get servicing
fees 0.25%.
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Home Loans/HELOCs

Loan promotion title/concept: Mortgage Preparedness Loan
Description: The loan can be up to $50,000 max, with a term of 5
years. It basically works as a bill consolidation loan, however we
require them to attend homeownership counseling sessions and
help them to position themselves to a home buying process.
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Home Loan/HELOCs

Loan promotion title/concept: Down Payment Assistance Loan
Description: The loan can be for 10% of the value of the property. It
helps the member save money and avoid paying the PMI on the
mortgage. the term can be 30 years, 20 years, 15 years, 10, 7 or 5
years. Max amount $100,000.
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Home Loans/HELOCs

Loan promotion title/concept: Flowers for your Thoughts,
mortgage refi program.
Description: I did a credit pull of current members and calculated how much I could save them on
their monthly mortgage payment, interest, and term by refinancing to us. I called it a 'triple threat.'
Some of these savings were insane and I thought for sure the results from these direct mails would be
through the roof.
While the results were okay, not one of the top 50 individuals that showed the most to gain from the
triple threat had responded. I wanted to go knock on doors but for good reason my boss wouldn't
allow me. So instead, I paid a florist $10 per name to deliver $2 worth of daisies in a logoed cafe mug
and a copy of the previously mailed offer with a handwritten sticky note on each that said something
about how this offer was so good they really needed to take a second look.

Who this promotion was targeted to: Current members with a triple threat opportunity on their
mortgage.
How this promotion was marketed: Flower delivery
How the promotion performed: The ROI was extremely high on this promotion. I remember
that we closed over $1/2M in mortgages from these flower deliveries in the first 30 days. It did
help that these were the highest triple threat and they'd be crazy to not have applied, but it
was still a win for our credit union. I also remember two stories that were meaningful and
worth sharing. One recipient had just lost her dog that morning and was so touched by the
flowers in her time of sorrow. Another member said, through tears of joy, they were going to
be able to retire two years earlier because they were waiting to retire till their house was
paid off.
While this promotion wouldn't work with mortgages in the current rate environment, it's an
idea for those times when you really want to get the attention of a small audience. I hope
this helps some reader out there to think outside the envelope. Good luck!
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Home Loans/HELOCs

Loan promotion title/concept: Baseball-themed
mortgage loan special.
Description: Our credit union wanted to attract more
mortgage loans. We don't sell on the secondary
market, so our portfolio has traditionally been limited
due to our conservative approach. We only booked
loans with a maximum LTV of 80%.
Last summer, we decided to branch out and ran a Mortgage Loan Special. We themed it
around baseball, with a tagline of "Don't miss a chance to slide into your own home!" We
extended our LTV limit up to 90% without requiring PMI. Loans with an LTV of 80% or lower
could be as low as 4.25%, while loans with an LTV of 90% could be as low as 4.5%. We also
offered to pay closing costs up to $1,500 (excluding any accrued interest). The loan terms
included a provision that the loan must be held for 3 years or the member would have to
repay the closing costs.
How the promotion was marketed: This promotion was marketed via an email blast, a
postcard mailer, and flyers at various sponsor offices (we have one branch location, but
serve members across the state of Kentucky). Our marketing specialist also traveled to
various sponsor quarterly meetings to plug the promotion. Thus, we targeted current
members, as well as potential members.
How the promotion performed: The promotion ran for one quarter and resulted in more than
a million dollars of new mortgages for the credit union.
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Home Loans/HELOCs

Loan promotion title/concept: No-Closing-Cost
Home Loan Refi
Description: UNFCU doesn't do first mortgages,
but we were short on our 15-year mortgage goal
of $3MM. The marketing department started to
think of ideas to grow this part of the loan portfolio and we landed on a No-Closing-Cost
promotion. The promotion was presented to our VP of Lending and our President and CEO.
They agreed to the idea. We established a goal of 5 loans for the promotion understanding if
the loans were about $125,000 to $150,000 that would get us to our goal for the year. The
closing cost rebate would be a marketing expense along with the advertising costs.
Who the loan promotion was marketed to: Members who have a mortgage with another
financial institution and still have at least a $50,000 balance. Mass media on a radio station
that engages people 35-64.
How was the loan marketed: For the past three years the credit union has sponsored the
radio-thon for the Team Jack Foundation. The Foundation was started by a parent of a child
suffering from pediatric brain cancer here in Nebraska and was highlighted during a spring
Nebraska football game. Our largest SEG is the University of Nebraska so supporting this
charity is very dear to our hearts. Along with this promotion we received air time separate
from the radio-thon. We decided since the air time was already part of the budget we
would use that time to advertise this promotion. The station is a talk radio station and trends
males age 35-64. Because of the tie to Team Jack our spots also played during a program
called Sports Nightly that targets Husker Fans! In addition to radio we also advertised the
promotion in our newsletter, on our website and in branch. We sent an email to members
that have mortgages with other financial institutions that still have a balance of $50,000 or
more. Our loan officers reviewed files of members who have asked about home equity loans
to see if this might be a better option for them.
How the promotion performed: This promotion has been amazing. Because of the success
we extended the offer additional months. We did 24 loans with a total balance of
$2,603,440.55. Our costs with media and the closing cost rebate so far is $11,529. Our interest
rate on these loans is 3.75%. We are figuring the loans will be on the books for seven years.
Total interest collected will be approximately $252,941. Should be a good return on
investment.
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Home Loans/HELOCs
Loan promotion title/concept: After-holidays HELOC
promotion.
Description: Each year after the holidays we always run a
HELOC Promotion of 1.99% APR for 6 months.
This helps greatly with high interest holiday debt and allows the member to consolidate into
one easy payment. HELOC products are a very sticky and low risk product for the credit
union in this Denver market. The promotion rate draws them in, and allows us to gain top of
mind when it comes to the members loan needs later in the year.
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Miscellaneous Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: The Flood Relief Loan
Description: KGEFCU's most creative and impactful loan promotion
was developed in response to the record-breaking flooding that
wreaked much havoc and destruction on the island of Kaua'i, Hawaii
in April, 2018. Submerged homes. Cars floated away. Isolated victims
completely cut off from life's necessary essentials such as: roadways,
transportation, potable water, and in extreme circumstances, shelter.
While rapidly responding to the community's pleas, the staff at
KGEFCU soon discovered an even more pressing need--access to financial resources.
Who the loan targeted: The flood's victims and targets for the loans required money for food,
shelter, medicine and other necessities. Rather than waste valuable time waiting for
government-approved funding or a response from FEMA, KGEFCU pooled their services and
initiated the Disaster Relief Plan: a promotion allowing flood victims to borrow up to 15K with,
rates as low as 5% APR, a 5-month-deferment, and a no prepayment penalty.
How the loan was marketed: To market the loan, KGEFCU attended neighborhood meetings
with fliers, utilized contacts across the island, put out press release and ads in local
newspaper and news channels. KGEFCU traveled to remote parts of Kauai to assess the
flood victims' immediate needs, provide supplies, and encourage victims to apply for
immediate help.
Once the loan was funded we returned to the remote locations with instant issue debit
cards. Upon receiving the necessary applications KGEFCU'S staff tirelessly and selflessly
returned to the CU branch to process the applications in record time, and returning the
following day with debit cards and the required documentation to assist the displaced
families in acquiring the essentials for living, food, medicines, temporary housing, and other
needs. The applications came in so quickly that the KGEFCU team might have been
overwhelmed. But the KGEFCU team would not be deterred, they worked non-stop at the
branch to produce unbelievable short turnaround times showing themselves to be much
more than a just a place to promote loans.
How the loan promotion performed: KGEFCU and their devoted associates were there when
needed and showed great heart and love when Kauai's people needed help the most, in
return not only were we there for our existing members but we had received 38 new
members and loans who are guaranteed credit union LIFERS! This is why we do, what we do!
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Relationship Pricing loan
program
Description: This promotion allows members to receive a
.25% discount for certain products and services that the
member uses with us. The following are a list of products
that may be used to discount the RBP interest rates by .25%
up to but not to exceed a total of 3% for A+, A, B, and C paper members. And up to but not
to exceed 2.00% for D and E paper members:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debt Protection
o Life
o Disability
o Involuntary Unemployment
Mechanical Repair Coverage
GAP
Debit Card
Credit Card
Auto Pay/ ACH Origination
E-Statements
Flex Teller
Bill Pay
Balance Transfer to our Credit Card
Holiday Account with auto deposits

The floor rate for this program is 2.5% using the standard Risk-Based Pricing guidelines.
Who this promotion is targeted to: We do not do indirect lending so our initial target
membership was our A and A+ paper members. We are able to be competitive with
dealership financing for those members.
How the promotion was marketed: We marketed the program internally by word of mouth
and when members would call to ask vehicle values.
How the promotion performed: The results were impressive. Not only did we capture more A
and A+ vehicle loans, but our debt protection and GAP numbers increased significantly. Our
debt protection hovers around 80% consistently and GAP sales increased by 25% from last
year.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Miami Nine-0 (Law
Enforcement Appreciation Day)
Description: Loan details were simple, on January 9th
our members could get a loan up to $900 with 9.0% APR for a 9-month term with no credit
check!
Who the promotion was marketed to: All Miami-Dade law enforcement and their families.
How the promotion was marketed: The loan was promoted on our credit union website,
social media, and our branches.
How the promotion performed: This resulted in 28 loans booked totaling $25,200. Everyone on
staff felt great being able to make it easy for our members to apply for these loans and get
approved with no hassles. Your Marketing Co. came up with this promotion and I give them
credit for being so very clever.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: New membership discount
Description: 2% off unsecured [not to be combined with any discounts
excluding MasterCard]
1% off secured [not to be combined with any discounts excluding real
estate]
Once a member joins the credit union, we run a soft pull credit report. The
credit union then will reach out to this member to discuss lending options,
by having an attractive discount it allows our Lending Department the tools to help entice the
member with a potential auto refinance, debt consolidations & etc.
[discount is valid for up to 6 months after the account is opened, if a member is re-opening an
account must have been closed for minimum 12 months]
Who the loan promotion was marketed to: All new members were offered this promotion.
How the loan promotion was marketed: It was marked in new-hire classes with the employers we work
with, along with emailed to our new members once the account was opened.
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Miscellaneous Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: Choice between auto loan
or holiday loan.
Description: Auto Loan Special: Saved the
member/potential member up to 150 basis points as
compared to some of the most competitive offers available from other competing financial
institutions in our area. New loans and refinances from other financial institutions were
welcomed. We offered this on November 1st and it was good through the end of the
year. No payment due until 1/31/2019 and interest didn't start accruing until 1/01/2019. We
handed out a printed card the size of a business card with the terms of the offer. The card
showed how much you could save.
Holiday Loan Special: A $1,000 loan with a payback term of 12 payments of $100 per month
throughout the coming year. No credit check. This was a higher interest rate as it was
unsecured. The payments must be set up on direct deposit and all other loans must be
current.
Who the loan promotion was marketed to: This was offered to all of the employees of our
primary CU sponsor, current CU members and potential members as well as their family
members.
How the loan promotion was marketed: It was promoted via our primary sponsor's annual
Benefit's Fair. We had a table set up in which our existing members and potential members
came flocking to our booth/table.
How the promotion performed: This resulted in over 15 auto loans, total new volume was just
over $250,000 and 15 holiday loans, total volume was just over $15,000. More importantly we
had one of our highest months for new members with 22 new primary share accounts and 11
new checking accounts. We're striving to be an asset to our primary sponsor by truly giving
value to their employees which are our members and potential members.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Lose Rate, Not
Weight
Description: We needed a jump start on loans in
the new year and in the slowest loan month of the year. I played off the New Year's Resolutions and
did a funny ad around losing weight.
The loan refinanced any consumer loan by 1% with no payments for 60 days.
What the promotion was targeted to: General population in a 3-mile radius of our branches.
How the promotion was marketed: We did an Every Door Direct Mail via USPS (EDDM.)
How the loan performed: We did nearly $1/2M in loans from the $5,000 EDDM. Our CFO said the
weighted average coupon rate was over 9%, which is our target with our High Yield Loan Strategy
(HYLS strategy). We also gained 15 new members from this mailer.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Divorce Reboot
Description: When close friends of mine filed for divorce they
each came to me asking about how they could get a mortgage, one for her to get a new home
and one for him to refi their current home in his name only. Additionally, they each needed every
car, credit card, checking account, in their own names. They each needed to reboot their financial
lives. Through this experience it dawned on me that divorces were the perfect opportunity to give a
helping hand to someone in need while simultaneously benefiting the credit union.
Who this promotion was targeted to: Divorce filings are public information and so I began purchasing
marketing lists and marketing to both wife and husband.
How the promotion was targeted: In addition to mailings, which was our most successful channel, we
had humorous coasters made up and passed out at local, privately owned, bars. We marketed
some on Facebook with this. We also did CLE classes to divorce lawyers and provided them with a
financial education handout to go through with clients and have them refer them to us. If I had the
funds, I would have marketed on dating websites but they are very expensive.
How the promotion performed: Unfortunately, I'm unable to get to the results as I'm with a new credit
union but I do remember the ROI was extremely high, as was the response rate in general. I also
clearly remember that over 50% of our mortgages that year were individuals divorced in the last 12
months-- that was the most exciting stat in my opinion! I had LO's specifically ask/track this. A large
number of new members came from this source as well.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: DACA Loan.
Description: We helped people pay for the
application fee to renew their DACA status. DACA
stands for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival and these individuals have to reapply every
two years to keep their work authorization status valid.
It's a $495 loan with 0% interest and a 10-month repayment. There is a $30 application fee.
Who this promotion was targeted to: We partnered with local agencies assisting people with
application process but also offer to anyone in Washington State.
How this promotion was marketed: We market through our community partners and on
Spanish radio stations.
How this promotion performed: In total we funded 127 DACA loans for new and renewal
applications. Out of the 127 there were 5 accounts that went into default.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: New-Hire Loan
Promotion
Description: New hires to the California Department
of Corrections and Rehabilitation (and current CDCR
employees that are promoted) are required to purchase their uniforms up front. In addition,
they are paid monthly, so in some instances new hires don’t receive their first paycheck for a
full month. This loan program was created to help new hires through this period, especially
considering they have to pay for their uniforms out of their pocket up front.
Terms:
Effective January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.
Up to $1,500 at 10% APR for maximum 12-month term.
Automatic approval: credit report will be run but not used in underwriting. Application fee
waived. Loan not eligible for skip payment. Account(s) must be in good standing; no past
due payment history on Novo FCU loans or negative account history. Cannot exceed
$10,000 personal loan limit. Only one loan per member. Cannot currently be in bankruptcy.
How the promotion was marketed: The promotion was marketed through onsite visits and
flyers at the personnel offices of the (3) institutions we serve.
How the promotion performed: Although we did not have the response to program as we
hoped (less than 10 loans booked), we were able to establish a great connection with the
new hires and opened 16 new accounts as a result.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: VIP Texts – Black
Friday Edition
Description: The promotion was an effort to get
more members to opt in to receiving text messages
from the credit union. The promotion itself was
1.99% APR on all auto loans up to 72 months.
The promotion was texted to members twice, at 9 a.m. on Black Friday and at 9 a.m. the day
before the offer expired.
How the promotion was marketed: To members via email blasts, in the lobbies of both
locations, on receipts, and to anyone following the credit union on social media.
Additional details:
• A video was created to market the promotion.
• Each lobby had a countdown clock to Black Friday
• Window clings in the branches and signs with the text: “Got text?” “Opt in” and
“11.24.17”
• Staff wore T-shirts with same text.
• Those who opted in to the texts received the promotion offers.
How the promotion performed:
• In the first five business days after the launch of the promotion, the credit union
received 41 loan applications
• Loan total as of Dec. 1 was $784,340
• Overall the loan promotion pulled in $2
million in loans
• Text subscriber list grew by 600 opt-ins to
2,100 subscribers.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Lowest-rate discount
Description: We run several different promotions throughout the year
where we offer discounts off the lowest rate you qualify for.
One we did in the past was .25% off for a Refinance, .25% off for a
Reward Checking Account, and .25% off for a CU Mastercard. This
promotes our checking accounts along with Mastercards.
How this promotion performed: We have had great success with this in the past with opening
checking accounts along with debit cards. This increases our interchange rate. Our
Mastercards orders always go up significantly in these promotions.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Pay Check
Replacement Loan - Loan for government employees
who did not get paid during the shutdown.
Description: The pay check replacement loan was
rolled out to all our members who missed their pay
check(s) because of the 2019 government shutdown. Each member is eligible for a loan
equal to the amount of their net pay coming to the credit union. The interest rate is 0.00%
if the loan is repaid within a specified period (about 60 days). If the borrower chooses to
not repay the loan within the specified period their loan will have a fixed rate of 10.75%
for one year.
Since the shutdown continued through multiple pay periods, the promotion was
extended and our members were eligible for a second paycheck replacement loan.
Other than having direct deposit to the credit union the qualification process is a
minimum credit score of 590, no current delinquencies on their credit and their account
with the credit union must be in good standing. The promotion also allows for two fee-free
skip-a-pays for those members with existing loans.
Who the promotion was marketed to: The promotion was marketed to all our members
but targeted to those affected by the government shutdown. We want all our members
to know we were there for them in their time of need.
How the promotion was marketed: We promoted our loan using our website, member
email and various social media outlets, and posters placed throughout the work sites of a
majority of our impacted members.
How the promotion performed: We received a great response and closed 83 pay check
replacement loans, but even more importantly, we were able to open many new
accounts for those who noticed how our CU came to our members' aid when they
needed us most.
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Miscellaneous Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: No credit? No problem.
Credit union: Homestead FCU, Billings, Mont.
Explanation: While most financial institutions demand that borrowers
with no credit have a co-signer or large down payment to take out a
loan, Homestead will provide personal loans to members without these
requirements at a middle-tier-risk rate, which the credit union will then offer to refinance after one
year of making payments and establishing credit.
The numbers:
•

48-month or 60-month loans re-financeable after 1 year.

From the credit union:
Being a good lender is not always about approving loans. We go through an extensive denial
process where we really walk through all of the ways the person could fix their credit. We also allow
them the option to build credit with us in different ways. They can open a checking account and
show that they can manage their account well. They can also establish a savings account and
begin to deposit funds to build up a savings and start doing small share secured loans to establish
credit.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Employee
Sponsored Small Dollar Loan
Description: We have partnered with two local
employers (a school, and the county) to offer this loan to their employees (we will partner
with more in the future). The purpose is to offer a quick solution in emergency situations (car
repairs, hospital bills, etc.). Even more importantly it offers a better solution than a payday
lender. We know that when financial issues arise, it causes stress, we encourage
management at our partner employers to make sure their employees know that they have a
solution.
How the promotion was marketed: To market this loan we reached out to our partner
employers, they notify their employees of the availability of the product and it is offered as a
benefit of employment. We provide the employer with the applications as well as flyers to
help spread the word to their employees. Outreach to each individual employer is a key part
of this product. It really is a partnership, so building the relationship is important to helping it
succeed.
From the credit union:
Loan Amount- up to $1,500.00
Payment- Choose by the member ($50,$100,$150 or more per pay period)
Rate-16.99%
This Authorization is included on the loan application
Through an agreement with Commodore Perry Federal Credit Union, (enter employer)
provides employees with access to an Employer Sponsored Small Dollar Loan. This is a
guaranteed advance of up to $1,500 to help employees with emergency/unplanned needs.
The advance is repaid through payroll deductions. Employees will be charged interest for the
loan at a competitive rate and there are no other fees.
To be eligible, employees must be actively employed in good standing with a minimum of 12
months of service. The loan must be approved by (enter employer) (Enter who is authorized
to approve these requests) and the funds will be disbursed in a Commodore Perry Federal
Credit Union share account.
The employer is required to provide us information if payroll stops or employee is
terminated. We currently have processed just over 60 of these loans in the amount around
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$75,000. The average loan amount is $1,250.00. We have charged off two of these loans in
the last 3 years.
My favorite things about these loans are that the borrower's dignity remains intact. We are
able to offer solutions to bigger issues that we may see when we pull the credit. We have
four Certified Financial Counselors on staff, ready to help our members become financially
stable. This loan isn't always a sign that help is needed, but it opens so many doors for us to
help our members and save them money.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: A $1,000 Credit AND
Savings Building Christmas Loan
Explanation: A $1,000 loan special run once per year
aimed at improving member credit and savings around
the Holidays.
The numbers: Maple runs the special for about 4 to 6 weeks starting just before Thanksgiving until midDecember. In 2017, the credit union generated over $365,000 in new loans.
From the credit union: This loan is about building positive credit reporting for the member to build
them into a regular borrower. Most who apply are the “unbanked” where they put every dollar in
and pull every dollar out on payday. With this program, the loan payments must be paid through
ACH distribution or payroll deduction. In addition, the distribution/deduction must include a deposit
to an escrow savings account that serves to build a savings reserve for them that is available at loan
payoff (it is also an offset for losses). Make sure to get a copy of recent paystubs (this decreased our
losses tremendously). The repayment term is 1 year, the escrow deposit is $20 per month.
The applications can be submitted by fax, email or in person and the non-refundable fee must be
paid at time of application. My tellers fill out the majority of the work-up so that when it gets to loan
processor they are just calculating debt ratios, looking into member history with us and scheduling
appointments.
I have a staff of 8 (4 tellers, 2 MSR/New accounts, 1 loan processor and 1 loan officer and myself). We
have high walk in and call volume so what works for us is to have the front line do a quick review of
basic requirements. We don’t charge a fee if they don’t meet the basics. They also obtain check
stub copies. The loan staff hand calculates the debt ratio and inputs the loans. They don’t make
specific appointments, but they process the loans and payroll deduction cards in batches each day.
The members are contacted and told to come any time during that day to close. This way the
processors don’t get bogged down. The rush to get this loan at the beginning is madness so we had
to take control. We also limit our volume to mitigate risk.
Our goal isn’t to make money, but to build the borrowers up so that we can meet their everyday
borrowing needs. I am happy to say this is happening and we celebrate EVERY member who has
moved from highest risk into a new category. This builds the relationship between the loan officer and
the member.
The member knows we want them to be successful and leads to word-of-mouth promotion. We do
not send any mailers on this special. We put a little bit on the webpage, we send the mini-app as a
statement insert with our e-statement users, but that is it. Our members start calling in
September/October to find out when we will have the special and every year we get new borrowers.
We find many of our B & C paper borrowers use this loan because it is quick and easy and so cheap
they don’t mind the fee.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Let Uncle Sam “Us” Fix Your Credit
Credit union: Caprock FCU, Lamesa, Texas
Explanation: Caprock identifies members with credit challenges and
encourages them to submit their tax returns as collateral for credit-building
loans.
The numbers: Caprock charges members 2 points above the underlying
share dividend, and members must pay a minimum of 10% of the balance
of the loan plus interest annually.
From the credit union:
With our Let Uncle Sam “US” fix your credit program, we identify members with credit issues all year
long and talk about their plans when the income tax return comes around. We encourage them to
come and speak with a loan officer at the time of their return.
We will place the funds in an account and place them on hold as collateral for the loan. As they pay
the principal down, the pledge releases against their shares until they have paid it off. The loan is
always secured by the underlying share.
We pull a credit report and talk about making the biggest impact by paying the poor tradelines
out. In addition, we report the new tradeline, which will report a perfect pay installment on their
account. This in turn replaces the poor credit with good credit and sets about bring the score up.
We have seen a great deal of people come through our doors with this program and it serves to
build the awareness of the credit report and its importance to people of modest means. Our credit
union is predominantly single-mother-led households. I could make a good case that no one needs
good credit more than these households.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Quick Loan
Credit union: Phenix Pride FCU, Phenix City, Ala.
Explanation: A seasonal loan offered to members who have
had direct deposit for 12 consecutive months or more, with
no credit check.
The numbers:
•

No interest on $0-$1,000 loans.

•

$0-$500 loans carry a $25 application fee.

•

$501-$1,000 loans carry a $50 application fee.

From the credit union:
We normally run the promotion around Christmas and back-to-school time.
Quick Loan Policy
Qualifications:
1. Member in good standing with the credit union for the previous twelve months or longer:
a. Must have been an employee of current employer for a minimum of 12 months with
direct deposit equal to or above the payment for this loan.
b. Has not caused an unresolved previous loss to the credit union.
c. Be at least 19 years old.
d. Current on any other loans and positive in share accounts, no excessive delinquency or
overdrafts.
e. Must have payment payroll deducted or recurring from shares.
f.

Provide verifiable home and work phone numbers.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Crunch Loan
Credit union: NRS Community Development FCU,
Birmingham, Ala.
Explanation: Targeted towards those in need of a quick cash infusion, as an alternative to payday
lenders, members can borrow up to 25% of gross monthly income, up to $500. The minimum amount
to borrow is $100.
From the credit union:
Are you feeling the credit crunch? Need immediate cash? Maybe the car broke down or the water
pipes burst, whatever the reason, don’t turn to the payday and title lenders! We may be able to help
you with our affordable crunch loan program.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans

Loan promotion title/concept: Chadron
FCU's Credit Builder Program
Description: In 2015, Chadron FCU
established the Credit Builder Loan,
which allows members to borrow $500.
Half of the original loan balance is kept on hold in the member's savings account; only
released once the loan is paid in full. The held funds decrease the risk of lending to a
member with less than ideal credit history and rewards the member with cash once the loan
has been paid.
Designed to diminish the risk of lending to members with poor or no credit scores, the Credit
Builder loan allows these members to build a relationship with the credit union. An
established relationship has opened other lending opportunities that would have been
otherwise impractical.
How the loan promotion was marketed: Word of mouth seems to be the greatest marketing
tool for this loan. We have advertised our Credit Builder loan with our website and Facebook
page. Regardless, in office and word of mouth is our greatest marketing tool.
How the loan promotion performed: Almost $60,000 has been lent out via Credit Builder
loans. Year to date, only fourteen of fifty-seven Credit Builder loans have been charged off;
equaling a 5% charge off rate. Three of the fourteen charged off Credit Builder loans have
been fully recovered, a few others partially recovered, either through collections or
voluntarily paid by the member. The average charge off balance is $272.31.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Credit rebuilder
program
Description: This program allows borrowers to
build/establish credit with no money down and
no risk to the credit union. The loan is structured
like a savings plan, allowing the member to
deposit their payments into a savings account on hold. The payments are reported to the
credit bureau as a normal installment loan. At the end of the term, loan proceeds are
distributed to the member. Oftentimes, the funds are then used to secure a credit card. This
allows member to build a mix of installment and revolving credit.
Qualified borrowers must meet the following:
•
•

Must be at least 18 years old
Must have the ability to repay

Program Guideline include:
•
•
•
•
•

Loan amounts up to $1,500
Repayment Period- up to 12 months
APR- 6.5%
Ne credit check required
Financial coaching included in the program.

Who this promotion is marketed to: This product is marketed to members who are looking to
establish or rebuild credit history. Many of the members that use this product are involved in
our financial coaching program. This allows them to build a credit file while also building a
savings for a down payment, a vacation or any other goal they may have.
How this promotion is marketed: The credit union marketed this program with the financial
coaching program and all our credit education seminars. This loan product is also offered to
members who were declined other loan opportunities to build credit and establish a
payment history with the credit union. This product is also marketed with community partners
who support individuals who are looking for employment or who have experienced like
challenges and are looking to get back on their feet.
How the loan promotion performed: The credit union has funded more than 100 credit
rebuilder loans in 2018. This has also contributed to a 25% positive credit migration of the loan
portfolio overall.
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Small-dollar/Credit-building Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Credit Builder Loan
Description: We offer $1,000 for a 12-month term to members with
damaged credit, or after the bankruptcy or with no credit. The loan
proceeds are deposited to the savings account and pledged as
collateral. Once the loan is paid off in full the member has $1,000
saved. They can also use this money as a pledge for a personal
loan.
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Student Loans
Loan promotion title/concept: Sustainable student lending
Credit union: Manchester Municipal FCU, Manchester,
Conn.
Explanation:
New student loans
The student must be attending an accredited degree-granting institution. Student must be enrolled
at a minimum on a part time basis. The school must certify the student’s enrollment and amount
requested per year. All payments will be made directly to the students’ school.
Student loan consolidation
Consolidate all federal and private loan payments into one easy monthly payment. Lower payments
and competitive rates; members can potentially lower payments, reduce their rates, and modify
payment terms. No origination fee.
The numbers:
•
•

5 to 15-year repayment terms.
The ideal candidate for our student loan consolidation has:
$2,000.00- $100,000.00 in higher education student loan debt.
Reliable gross monthly income of $2,000.00 per month. If you do not meet this income
requirement, a cosigner may be needed.
Primary borrower and cosigner, if applicable, must be a U.S. Citizen or permanent
resident.

What borrowers need to apply:
•
•
•
•
•

Application
Current student loan invoices showing amounts of current loan debt and payoff information
Cosigner information, if needed to qualify for consolidation loan.
Copy of current paystubs for the borrower and co-borrower.
Copy of current student loan invoices for consolidation.

From the credit union:
We have a great membership within the municipality of Manchester. Our members are police, fire,
water, sewer, and the like. Many members were coming to us looking for student loans for
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their children. Although they have stable jobs, many found the cost of college was not affordable or
they just didn't have enough money put aside.
We had our attorney look into the bankruptcy laws, and they advised that student loans are not
dischargeable in bankruptcy. We do not offer a deferment on this loan, we counsel the student and
the parents about the importance of paying on time. If they truly cannot afford the payment we
would offer an interest-only option while in school.
After a few years of offering an in-school program we found a large percentage of our membership
had student loans with the government. Sometimes they didn't know what they had or didn’t
understand how the deferred loans had almost doubled six years later. So we started offering a
student loan consolidation program. Now they have one payment, much lower than the interest
rates they were paying.
Our current loan portfolio is $14 million—$1.9 million are in student loans. We have no delinquencies,
and we never have. The loan is under the students’ accounts. They now have checking, debit
accounts, and think of us as their financial institution.
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